COOL Assignment for English
4GK
Nr. 2
Title:
Handed out:
Deadline:
Aims:

Northern Ireland
11/13
12/01
You will have Cool lessons on Tue, 14, Thur 16 (C)
Tue 21, Thur 23 (C), Tue 28+ Thur 30(C)
&You should understand the background and the current situation of the conflict in
Northern Ireland and know some basic facts about the country
&You should produce a page on a specific Northern Irish topic
&You should carry out a web quest and produce a written text on your findings for
your class mates.
&You should use the information of the quest for an oral presentation of your topic
&You should hand in this assignment on time, signed, with a time table and some
feedback how you liked the individual exercises. Don’t forget to let me know who you
have been working together with.

Tasks:

&All exercises are obligatory. Your grade will be determined by both quality and
quantity of your texts, a quiz and your presentation.
&All exercises have to be done according to symbols (B, @)

Control:

9Written texts have to be uploaded in Moodle!
9Quiz on Task 1 (info sheets) and the glossary on 12/08
9Oral group presentations on 12/4+6

Material:

&Task sheet/Moodle
&Dictionaries
&Internet +PowerPoint

&Reading texts
&Web quest

1. A Read “Background Info”, “The troubles” and “A short Irish history”. Pick one topic that
is of particular interest to you, research it in more detail and write a text of 200 words
on this subject (anything from history, St. Patrick, Potato Famine, the Troubles to
tourist attractions). Don’t forget to include pictures! Upload the file in Moodle, we will
need it later on for our “book” on Northern Ireland.
2. @ Glossary: Choose a word of specific importance for Northern Ireland, find a suitable
definition for this word and upload it in Moodle.
3. A Choose one of the literary texts and work out an info sheet. Upload this file in Moodle
4. B Work in groups of 4 to 5 and conduct an internet research according to your
instructions. Produce a handout for your classmates and upload this handout in
Moodle.
5. B Work out a presentation on your topic.
Requirements: min. 10 min
Each group member has to speak for at least 2 min
No written text allowed for the presentation
PowerPoint presentation to be uploaded in Moodle
With my signature I confirm that I have carefully read this assignment and that I have understood all
the tasks.

